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MELBOURNE, Thursday.– Three months of meticulous planning and work by the 68-year-old Queensland trainer, Con Doyle, should be rewarded with a Mister Hush victory in the $24,010 Newmarket Handicap at Flemington on Saturday.
MIXED FEELINGS IN LITTLE FIGHT CAMPS
MELBOURNE, Thursday.—Lionel Rose, the champion, locked
himself in his Essendon, Melbourne, bedroom today and played the
record, "Oh Lonesome me", over and over again.
Access the city in Collingwood, A l a n Rudkin, the challenger,
stretched himself out on a table and talked about how it had felt to be on the dole at the age of 19.
Rudkin stood in the eye– he had just finished a six-hour overtime shift. He said: "I will take the bill, I believe it."
Sharkey in the day, Rose faced the press with trainer, Jack Rennie: "I feel weird, don't worry."
But tenement was there— he was staggered by the press and Rudkin’s manager, Roland Neill and trainer, Peter Hill.
The only time Hill smiled during Rudkin’s workout at Collingwood Youth Club was when a man slipped out from a group of spectators and in
Lancashire accent said: "God Jack, I did."
Rennie admitted honestly on the edge. "Lionel doesn’t have to worry, I think it’s too late for him, he was
said Neil and trainer, Jack Rennie: "Feel weird, don’t worry."
Rudkin, the winner of the 1967 Strand–
Hush Hopper., in the 1:4-
Newmarket Handicap, run down the straight six at head­
quarters.
And in spite of one answered draw of 1.2, I expect Mister Hush to
pervy his connections 100 per cent good judges in the six fishing dash
down the picturesque Flemington straight.
Mister Hush, after a troubled penetration, ran fourth, beaten less
a length to Mr. Hush. Melbourne’s last
The golden lightly varied with the opposition in the
Lightning and, carrying WFA of Vain, who in
three races
and the
in third place.
Rose was working the harder of the pair.
Re-powered three rounds with Dwight Harry Hayes as well as doing two rounds of shadow boxing and two rounds on the speed belt.
Trainer Peter Hill asked Rudkin only to do exercises and shadow boxing in his training session at the Collingwood Youth Club.
After training, Rudkin went in a film show at a Melbourne theatre to relax away from the tremendous atmosphere which is building up as the fights ran.
The rival camps do not have any worries at this stage.
Neither fighter expects to have any trouble making the
weight of 9.0 at Flemington and added for 1.2 weight on Saturday morning at Kooyong.
Rose will not eat from about 8 o’clock tonight until after the weight-in to ensure he makes the
Rudkin, the challenger, will not be

ROSE WORKS THE HARDEST

Laver scores U.S. win

INGWOOD, Calif. — Monday–Loyd Laver, the Australian with the
stamina to take both the 5-6, 6-5, 6-3 win over
Bakerfield, California, last night in the Los Angeles invitation tennis tournament.
The 30-year-old Laver, who was seeded first in the $30,000 tournament, was unable to
be seeded in easy fashion after losing the opening
and forcing a crowd of 3,215 at
It was his initial match in the
Ininglewood, Calif., in the first round division
An action scene from the booming Darwin nightly sports newspaper, Stuffing It, is used to get the elusive ball are Raiders’ J. Roße (left) and T. Vael, who
won the game at the Parap pool on Wednesday night.